Human vision can detect spatiotemporal information conveyed by first-order modulations of luminance and by second-order, non-Fourier modulations of image contrast. Models for second-order motion have suggested two filtering stages separated by a rectifying nonlinearity. We explore here the encoding of stationary first-order and second-order gratings, and their interaction. Stimuli consisted of 2-D binary, broad-band, static, visual noise sinusoidally modulated in luminance (LM, first-order) or contrast (CM, second-order). Modulation thresholds were measured in a two-interval forced-choice staircase procedure. Sensitivity curves for LM and CM had similar shape as a function of spatial frequency, and as a function of the size of a circular Gaussian blob of modulation. Weak background gratings present in both intervals produced order-specific facilitation: LM background facilitated LM detection (the dipper function) and CM facilitated CM detection. LM did not facilitate CM, nor vice-versa, neither in-phase nor out-of-phase, and this is strong evidence that LM and CM are detected via separate mechanisms. This conclusion was further supported by an experiment on the detection of LM/CM mixtures. From a general mathematical model and a specific computer simulation we conclude that a single mechanism sensitive to both LM and CM cannot predict the pattern of results for mixtures, while a model containing separate pathways for LM and CM, followed by energy summation, does so successfully and is quantitatively consistent with the finding of order-specific facilitation.
Introduction

Second-order 6ision
Recent studies of motion processing have been concerned with the distinction between first-and secondorder structure in images, and with the possibility that different mechanisms exist in the brain for their detection (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989; Wilson, Ferrera & Yo, 1992; Derrington, Badcock & Henning, 1993; Ledgeway & Smith, 1994; Smith, Hess & Baker, 1994; Lu & Sperling, 1995; Scott-Samuel & Georgeson, 1995; Smith & Ledgeway, 1997) . Cavanagh and Mather (1989) used the term second-order to describe contours defined by spatial variation in pattern properties such as contrast, texture and binocular disparity, as distinct from first-order contours defined by variations in luminance or colour. One characteristic of second-order structure is that it is not directly discernible in the Fourier spectrum of the image. For example, a white-noise image whose local contrast is modulated at 1 c/deg contains no salient peaks of energy at 1 c/deg; its spectrum remains flat. Hence second-order structure has been termed nonFourier (e.g. Chubb & Sperling, 1988) and second-order structure is invisible to linear filter models of vision. The movement of a second-order contrast envelope would not register in a standard motion energy detector (Reichardt, 1961; Adelson & Bergen, 1985) , yet such movement is readily visible to human observers. Further, Zhou and Baker (1993) have found cells sensitive to non-Fourier contrast modulation in areas 17 and 18 of cat visual cortex.
There is now some support for models which include separate mechanisms for first-and second-order motion detection. Cavanagh and Mather (1989) postulated sep-arate mechanisms to handle the modulation of various image properties (such as colour, texture, flicker) known to support motion perception, but suggested that these mechanisms might be functionally very similar. Chubb and Sperling (1988) suggested a rectifying non-linearity as a method for demodulating second-order signals thus rendering them visible to subsequent linear filters. In similar vein, the model of Wilson et al. (1992) proposed that first-and second-order signals pass through a common first stage of linear filtering, after which first-order motion energy is detected in one pathway while second-order signals pass through a demodulating non-linearity and additional filtering stage before being detected. Zhou and Baker (1993) outlined a similar model based on physiological findings. A full-wave rectifier could be the means of demodulation, but almost any non-linearity would serve, and the nature of the demodulating non-linearity for second-order motion remains uncertain. However, the need for an essential non-linearity to detect second-order structure does not imply independent processing channels, since such a mechanism could also detect first-order signals. Thus there could be a single mechanism which happens to contain a demodulating non-linearity, and so supports second-order vision and first-order vision. In this paper we measure the sensitivity of human vision to stationary contrast modulation of spatial noise, and ask whether distinct mechanisms are required to account for first-and second-order pattern detection.
Contrast modulation
Although Cavanagh and Mather (1989) identified several types of second-order variation, many studies of motion have concentrated on contrast modulation (CM) of a carrier waveform. Contrast modulated images are constructed by multiplying the carrier by a modulating waveform to produce an amplitude-modulated signal. Two types of carrier are widely used: sinusoidal grating carriers (normally with frequencies greater than that of the modulating signal) and visual noise with energy distributed over a broad band of spatial frequencies. There has been some debate about the merits of these two carrier types. An important criterion for a carrier waveform is that the resulting second-order motion signal should be drift-balanced. That is, any first-order motion components are balanced by equal components in the opposite direction. Derrington et al. (1993) have found examples where second-order modulations of sinusoidal carriers were not drift balanced and motion appeared to be revealed as the (first-order) motion of side-band frequencies. Similar issues arise when stationary modulation of contrast is considered. Chubb and Sperling (1988) favoured visual noise as the carrier for moving contrast modulation because the space-time image is drift-balanced as a whole, and is also balanced within windowed subsections of the image (i.e. it is micro-balanced). Smith and Ledgeway (1997) raised the objection that static noise samples contain localised clumps of light or dark pixels that might serve to convey second-order signals as first-order artefacts within spatially limited receptive fields. However, Benton and Johnston (1997) have shown that the existence of clumps cannot account for the detection of CM drift direction in a motion energy system based on linear filters.
Two other sources of first-order artefact need to be considered: non-linearities in display equipment, and in the retina and early neural pathways. Since any non-linearity can produce first-order distortion products in CM images, it is possible that transducer non-linearities-either internal or external to the observer-might explain second-order detection without recourse to a special mechanism for processing second-order structure. Clearly, non-linearities in display equipment must be avoided, as described in the method section here. As for non-linearities early in the visual process, Derrington and Badcock (1986) have shown that these do not account for the detection of beat stimuli. Similar conclusions have been drawn for moving CM waveforms (Scott-Samuel & Georgeson, 1995; Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 ).
Fundamental properties of second-order 6ision
While second-order motion has received considerable attention, relatively little work has aimed at establishing the fundamental properties of the mechanisms that support second-order detection in general and the perception of contrast variations in particular. For example, there are no well-established data for the contrast-modulation analogue of standard luminancecontrast sensitivity curves (e.g. Campbell & Robson, 1968) . Kingdom, Keeble and Moulden (1995) described sensitivity functions for modulations of local orientation, and Sutter, Sperling and Chubb (1995) reported contrast modulation sensitivity functions for bandpassed noise with various centre frequencies, but neither study tested sensitivity to contrast-modulations of broad-band noise. Jamar and Koenderink (1985) reported thresholds for amplitude and frequency modulations of 1D-noise. However, these second-order sensitivity curves have not been compared to luminance-contrast sensitivity curves measured in the presence of the same noise. Such a comparison is necessary because one cannot otherwise tell whether the shape of the modulation sensitivity function is due to the presence of the noise or reflects a fundamental property of second-order vision.
The first part of this study addresses the fundamental properties of first-and second-order detection of modu-lation in spatial noise. In Experiment 1 modulation sensitivity functions (MSF) for contrast-modulations of broad-band noise were measured and compared with first-order sensitivity curves recorded both in the presence and absence of visual noise. Similarly, in Experiment 2, spatial summation for second-order detection was tested and compared with that for first-order signals with and without noise. In the second part, we address more explicitly the question of separate firstand second-order pathways by testing for the presence of sub-threshold summation, and masking, between luminance and contrast modulations. It is well known that detection of a luminance grating is facilitated by the presence of a near-threshold background grating of the same orientation, spatial frequency and phase (e.g. Legge & Foley, 1980) . If luminance and contrast modulations are detected by the same mechanism, then they should facilitate each other. If there are separate mechanisms, they should not.
General methods
Stimuli
Four basic stimulus types were used in this study: (i) sinusoidal luminance gratings (first-order, luminance modulations, denoted L); (ii) sinusoidal luminancemodulations added to visual, 2D binary noise (first-order, luminance-modulated noise, LM); (iii) sinusoidal contrast-modulations of noise (second-order, contrastmodulated noise, CM); and (iv) mixtures of contrastand luminance-modulations of noise. These stimulus types are all described by Eq. (1),
where I 0 is mean luminance, M(x, y) is the contrast modulating signal, L(x, y) is the luminance modulating signal, and N(x, y) is visual white (binary) noise. When M( ), N( ) and L( ) are scaled to zero mean and unit amplitude m, n, l then define the contrasts of the three image components. When n is zero and l is non-zero the stimulus contains no noise or second-order variations and has luminance variation only. When n and l are non-zero but m is zero the stimulus contains luminancemodulated noise. When n and m are non-zero but l is zero, the stimulus becomes contrast-modulated noise with an equation given by,
where nN(x, y) is the noise carrier term and mnM (x, y)N(x, y) is the side-band term. When m, n and l are all non-zero the stimulus becomes a mixture of luminanceand contrast-modulations. Note that the phrases sideband term and side-band image refer here to the image containing the multiple side-bands that result from multiplying a random noise sample by a sinusoid. If the carrier were itself a pure sinusoid then the side-band term would comprise two additional sinusoids with frequencies close to that of the carrier. A random noise signal can be thought of as a carrier comprising an infinite number of sinusoidal components; modulation of such a complex carrier results in two side-band components for each carrier component. The modulated noise image can be separated (as in Eq. (2)) into a carrier image (N(x, y)) and a side-band image (M(x, y)N(x, y) ). The latter should not be confused with modulated noise which is given by (N(x, y)+ M (x, y)N(x, y) ). Experimental stimuli were composed as follows. Typically, separate carrier (noise) and side-band (or luminance) images were constructed and then combined by presenting them in alternate frames of the video sequence at a rate above the flicker fusion frequency. The I 0 term was introduced as part of the display process. The advantage of the frame interleave method is that the contrast of the side-band (or luminance) image can be varied independently of the contrast of the carrier (noise) image; thus the strength of the sinusoidal signal (i.e. modulation depth for CM, or contrast for LM) can be varied continuously simply by varying the contrast at which the side-band (or luminance) image was displayed. By way of clarification Eq. (3) describes the component images,
where I c is the carrier image and I m contains both the side-band and luminance components (although one or other may be zero). The contrast terms have been omitted from Eq. (3) as these can be determined at the point of display rather than the point of construction. Consider the case where N(x, y) is binary noise, M(x, y) is a vertical sine grating and L(x, y)= 0. Let the contrast-modulating term, M(x, y), vary in the range 91. If the carrier image is displayed at contrast c 1 and the modulation image at contrast c 2, then when M(x, y) is maximally positive the noise elements in I m will add with those in I c and the local contrast will be given by c 1 + c 2 = c max . When M(x, y) is maximally negative the noise elements in the two images will subtract and the local contrast will be c 1 − c 2 = c min . Hence modulation depth (m), defined as,
becomes,
and is determined by the ratio of c 2 and c 1 each of which can be varied independently via look-up tables (LUTs) in the display equipment. By a similar argument, the contrast of the luminance grating and noise in a pure LM stimulus can also be manipulated independently (consider Eq. (3) with L(x, y) a sinusoid and M(x, y) =0). Frame interleaving effectively halves the contrast of both images, so in the case of luminance modulations the effective contrast of the noise and grating is half the contrast set in the LUT. In the case of CM modulations the carrier contrast is halved but the modulation depth is unaffected. In this paper contrast generally refers to the effective contrast after interleaving. When both luminance and contrast modulations were present in one stimulus it was not possible to vary carrier contrast, modulation depth, and the contrast of the luminance grating all independently of one another. Separate notes on the presentation of such mixed stimuli are provided in later sections as appropriate.
A total of 20 different pre-recorded visual noise samples were used as carrier images in any one experiment (samples were varied between experiments). The carrier used in any trial was chosen at random from this set but the same carrier was used for both intervals in each trial. This was done partly for convenience but also so that detection would be based on the presence of the modulation only with everything else in the stimulus held constant. In any case it is highly unlikely that using paired noise samples affected the results observed (Rovamo, Franssila & Nasanen 1992; Watson, 1997) as confirmed by some limited control data (unpublished) using dynamic noise as the carrier. In the case of contrast modulation, it was essential that the noise sample be the same for the side-band image and the carrier. The phase of the modulating signal was varied randomly from trial to trial. Both the noise and the modulation (if any) were stationary during the presentation interval.
Stimulus timing
The total duration of a presentation interval was 555 ms and the contrast of the whole stimulus was smoothed on and off by half a cycle of a raised cosine lasting 111 ms. During the central 333 ms images were displayed at the full test contrast. The interval between the two presentations of a trial was also 555 ms. A fixation cross was displayed immediately before but not during each stimulus interval.
Equipment
Digital images were generated on a Pentium PC (Gateway P5-120, Gateway 2000 Inc, USA) and presented on a high resolution 21'' greyscale monitor (Eizo Flexscan 6500-M, Eizo Corp, Japan) using a VSG2/3 graphics card (Cambridge Research Systems Ltd, UK) at a frame rate of 90 Hz (45 Hz per complete image when frame interleaving was used). The images were displayed within a 20× 20 cm square region of the monitor screen, corresponding to 512× 512 image pixels (128× 128 noise samples). At the main viewing distance image width corresponded to 5.72°of visual angle. The stimuli were visible only within a central, soft-edged circular window (overall diameter 20 cm). The window function multiplied image contrast by 1.0 across a circular region 12.5 cm in diameter, then tapered smoothly (according to half a cycle of a raised cosine function, half-period= 3.75 cm) to zero contrast in the surrounding annulus. Pixels outside the circular window but within the central square had mean luminance (55 cd/m 2 ). The remainder of the screen was at minimum luminance (4 cd/m 2 ).
Calibration
Careful calibration is required when testing secondorder vision as non-linearities in the display equipment can induce first-order artefacts in second-order stimuli. The monitor's gamma non-linearity was corrected using software look-up tables in the VSG. The appropriate correction was determined from the relationship between pixel value and screen luminance obtained at a range of contrasts using a Minolta LS-110 digital luminance meter (Minolta Camera Co, Japan) interfaced to the computer. This calibration was checked every few weeks.
In addition to the gamma non-linearity the effects of adjacent pixel non-linearity (APNL) were also carefully assessed. APNL is caused by an interaction between the gamma non-linearity and the bandwidth of the amplifiers in the monitor (Mulligan & Stone, 1989; Klein, Hu & Carney, 1996) . It cannot be corrected by a standard gamma-correction procedure. APNL causes reductions in mean luminance and contrast when there are large steps in luminance between adjacent pixels in the same video scan line. That is, the actual mean luminance of high contrast, high frequency signals is less than that for low contrast, low frequency equivalents even when the desired mean luminances are the same. To assess APNL, the mean luminances of a number of noise samples with different element sizes and contrasts were measured. When each noise element (or patch) was a square of 4× 4 screen pixels the mean luminance varied little with contrast and was about the same as the mean luminance of a zero-contrast field. If the noise patches were smaller than this, mean luminance varied inversely with contrast. Thus a noise resolution of 4 × 4 pixels per noise patch was considered sufficiently coarse to avoid the adjacent pixel non-linearity and was used throughout this study.
The effect of clumping in noise is another possible source of first-order artefact (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 ; but see also Benton & Johnston, 1997) . The adverse effects of clumping are discussed in Appendix A, but in summary we modelled the degree of first-order distortion due to clumping in static noise, with static modulation, and found it to be very low for signals with at least four noise patches per period of the modulating signal. The maximum spatial frequency of contrast modulations used in this study was constrained by this limit of four patches per period and in most cases the number of patches per period was considerably greater than four.
Procedure
Detection thresholds for all stimulus types were measured in two-interval forced-choice experiments. Interleaved carrier (noise) and side-band (and/or luminance) images were presented in both intervals but in the non-target interval the contrast of the side-band (luminance) image was set to zero. The observer's task was to indicate which interval contained the modulated noise. The contrast of the side-band (or luminance) image was varied from trial to trial according to a staircase method designed to determine 79.4% correct thresholds (Cornsweet, 1962; Wetherill & Levitt, 1965; Levitt, 1971; Meese, 1995) . Contrast levels were varied in logarithmic steps relative to a reference contrast of 1%. Three correct responses drove the contrast level down by one step; one wrong response drove it up by one step. In the first phase each staircase completed three reversals while step size was successively halved from 8 to 1 dB (1 dB equals 1/20th of a log unit). Data collected in this phase did not contribute to the final threshold estimate. The average of the next six reversal points, with a step size of 1 dB, was taken as the detection threshold.
Many conditions (for example different modulation frequencies) were tested within each experiment as detailed in later sections. In general, conditions were divided into groups of four or five and assigned to sessions of the experiment. Within a session observers completed two staircases per condition tested. Observers normally contributed four threshold estimates for each condition, collected across two sessions. The order of sessions was randomised for each observer. The conditions included in each session were presented in blocks: 20 trials of the first condition, then 20 of the next, and so on until all staircases were completed. Conditions were selected in random order, subject to certain constraints designed to distribute conditions evenly within each experimental run. Staircase pairs ran in parallel within each block. The beginning of each block was signalled by an audible warning. This warning was followed by a cue trial in which the stimulus was presented well above threshold. This cue trial served to ensure that observers were aware of the condition being tested in each block. Data from cue trials were discarded. Feedback about correctness was given after each trial.
Observers included the two authors and three other experienced psychophysical observers who were not aware of the purpose of the experiments. All had corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Fundamental characteristics of second-order vision
3.1. Experiment 1; modulation sensiti6ity functions
Method
Contrast sensitivity functions for luminance-modulations, with and without binary noise, were measured and compared with modulation sensitivity functions for second-order contrast-modulations of noise. Sensitivity was measured at a number of spatial frequencies. Three viewing distances (0.7, 2 and 5.65 m) were used in order to extend the range of frequencies tested while staying within the limits imposed by APNL and clumping. The contrast (n) of the noise carrier was 40%. Sinusoidal modulation was used throughout. In the main experiment the observer's task was to distinguish vertical modulations from either a blank or noise-only fieldthus detection sensitivity was measured. One observer (AJS) was also tested on discrimination sensitivity, where the task was to distinguish between vertical and horizontal modulations of the same carrier.
Results and discussion
Detection results from two observers are shown in Fig. 1a , b. Observer AJS was tested at three viewing distances, and observer MAG at two distances. The upper curves (filled triangles) in each graph show normal contrast sensitivity for luminance gratings without noise. They compare well with the functions found by Campbell and Robson (1968) , having a broad, bandpass characteristic with a peak at around 3 c/deg. As found by Campbell and Robson (1968) the decline in sensitivity at low frequencies depended on viewing distance. The middle set of curves (open squares) in each graph show contrast sensitivity for luminance-modulated noise. They are much flatter than the no-noise curves and for MAG have a low-pass characteristic. Rovamo et al. (1992) have shown that when external noise is added sensitivity to luminance gratings is largely determined by the external signal to noise ratio, and is constant across spatial frequency so long as the external noise is greater than internal noise. This effect may account for the observed flattening of the CSF when noise is added. The lowest curves in Fig. 1 (filled circles) show the modulation sensitivity function (MSF) for contrastmodulated noise. Again the curves are flat compared with the luminance CSF although less flat than the LM case. This result is consistent with the findings of Jamar and Koenderink (1985) . For each subject the CM sensitivity curve is similar in shape to the corresponding curve for luminance in noise (LM), though the roll-off at high frequency is steeper for CM than LM, that is the CM curves are more low-pass in nature. These similarities imply that the difference in shape between MSFs and noise-free CSFs might be due (at least in part) to the presence of noise rather than the characteristics of second-order vision alone. Observer AJS had a slightly bandpass characteristic for both luminancemodulated noise and contrast modulations while MAG had a low-pass characteristic in both cases. Fig. 1c shows discrimination sensitivity for observer AJS. Curves in this graph represent detection sensitivity (from Fig. 1a ) while the symbols represent discrimination sensitivity. Sensitivity was very similar in the two cases although for CM the high frequency roll-off was slightly more pronounced for discrimination. Thus for all three types of modulation (L, LM, CM) a 90°d ifference in orientation was discriminable at detection threshold. Following the logic of Watson and Robson (1981) we take this as evidence that the underlying mechanisms are orientation-selective in each case.
Sensitivity curves for different viewing distances did not always align. Most notably there was an upward shift between the LM curves for mid and long viewing distances for both subjects. There was also a downward shift between the corresponding CM curves for observer AJS. When viewing distance is increased the noise patches are smaller on the retina and the power spectral density of the noise falls. This causes a reduction in the effective noise energy since at longer viewing distances the total noise energy is spread across a larger bandwidth and the higher frequency components are attenuated by the optical modulation transfer function. For LM a reduction in the effective masking power of the noise would cause an increase in sensitivity with increased viewing distance as noted for both observers. The CM case is less clear cut. Since the noise acts as a carrier for the second-order signal, a drop in the effective noise power would lead to a reduction in the available signal power causing a downward shift in sensitivity with increased viewing distance, as found for AJS. For CM the noise might also act as a mask, leading to an improvement in sensitivity with increased viewing distance. A balance between these opposing effects of noise could explain why there is no offset between the modulation sensitivity curves for MAG. The effects of noise power on sensitivity are tested explicitly in Experiment 3.
Is o6erall contrast a cue in CM detection?
When contrast modulation is introduced into the noise field, there is a small increase in r.m.s. contrast. This is a potential cue to the signal interval in our 2afc detection task, and it could be used by a mechanism that encoded r.m.s. contrast or contrast energy but was not actually sensitive to contrast modulation. Is this a serious artefact? We now show that it is not. From Eq. (2) we can see that the luminance waveform for a sinusoidal CM grating (l =0) is given by:
where N(x, y) = 9 1, n is noise carrier contrast and m is modulation depth. Local contrast C at any point (x, y) is (I − I 0 )/I 0 and so:
By integrating the squared local contrast over one period of the CM grating we derive an expression for the r.m.s. contrast in terms of m and n:
This formula is specific to the case of binary noise and sinusoidal modulation, and it shows that the overall (r.m.s) contrast of the modulated noise increases with modulation depth, even though the mean contrast does not. For example, for m =0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 c r.m.s. increases to 1.0025n, 1.06n and 1.22n, respectively. We tested the importance of this cue experimentally, by comparing sensitivity to CM with sensitivity to contrast change. Using the same 2afc procedures as Experiment 1, we measured the contrast increment threshold (Dn) for an unmodulated noise field of 40% contrast (n = 0.4), at the far viewing distance. At discrimination threshold for observer MAG the noise contrast had to be raised to a value (Dn+ n) = 1.061n, and so from the above formula a detectable change in c r.m.s. would be produced by modulation depths m ] 0.5. This corresponds to CM sensitivity values between 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows that CM sensitivity was almost always considerably higher than 2.0, implying that detection was not based on a change in r.m.s contrast. An interesting exception is at the highest spatial frequency (16 c/deg) where sensitivity for MAG stops falling and levels off at a value of about 2, as predicted by the sensitivity to change in c r.m.s. (dashed horizontal line in Fig. 1b) . Thus it is very likely that the increase in r.m.s. contrast was the detection cue here (as reported spontaneously by the observer) while at all lower spatial frequencies it was not. For AJS the corresponding critical sensitivity was 1.6 (Dn +n=1.092n) and in fact sensitivity levelled off just beyond the range of plotted data (Fig. 1a) . [The data point was omitted from the plot because this high frequency condition did not quite satisfy our requirement of having at least four pixels per period of modulation-see Appendix A].
Further confirmation of this account comes from a comparison of the data on detection and discrimination. A change in r.m.s. contrast can provide a weak cue for CM detection but not for orientation discrimination because horizontal and vertical CM gratings within a discrimination trial had the same c r.m.s . Hence the CM sensitivity curve based on orientation discrimination (Fig. 1c) showed no sign of levelling off before the ultimate limit of 1.0. We conclude that human vision is in general more sensitive to the a.c. than the d.c. component of contrast modulation, but can use the latter in very limited circumstances when sensitivity to the a.c. component is very low. The fact that we can use the r.m.s cue at all is incompatible with entirely linear processing, but is consistent with squaring operations discussed later. In other words, visual mechanisms capable of computing the arithmetic mean contrast (averaged over space) could not signal the presence of CM in the detection task, because the mean contrast does not change, but mechanisms that carried out spatial summation after squaring the local contrast values could sense a change in contrast energy or r.m.s contrast. Experiment 2 therefore aimed to compare spatial summation of luminance and contrast information at threshold.
Experiment 2; spatial integration
Method
Here we investigated the spatial integration of signals in first-and second-order detection by measuring sensitivity as a function of the size of a Gaussian blob of increased luminance or contrast. Blob width was defined as 2.5 times the standard deviation of the circularly symmetric Gaussian modulation function. Sensitivity was measured for luminance blobs alone (L), luminance blobs in noise (LM), and contrast blobs (CM) where the contrast of the noise sample was incremented in the region of the blob. Because the range of spatial integration proved to be very different with and without noise, sensitivity to luminance blobs (L) was measured at 5.65 m while LM and CM were tested at 0.7 m. The contrast of the noise carriers was 40% as before.
Results
For luminance (L) signals sensitivity increased with blob size up to about 10 min arc and saturated thereafter (Fig. 2a, b) . The saturation point for both LM and CM noise was at a much larger size, about 40 min arc. The sensitivity curves for LM and CM were nearly parallel, suggesting that they might be produced by the same or functionally similar processes.
3.3. Experiment 3; effect of noise contrast 3.3.1. Method
The effects of noise power spectral density on performance were outlined above as a potential cause of the displacements between sensitivity curves measured at different viewing distances in Experiment 1. Those results suggested that first-and second-order sensitivity might be differentially affected by changes in noise power. Noise power can be manipulated directly by changing the contrast of the noise, and it is of wider interest to know how LM and CM sensitivities are affected by noise/carrier contrast. In Experiment 3 sensitivity to vertical sinusoidal modulations at a number of spatial frequencies was measured as a function of noise contrast.
Results and discussion
The thin lines in Fig. 3 show results for different spatial frequencies and observers, while the thick lines show results averaged across all frequencies and both observers. CM sensitivity increased with noise contrast, but LM sensitivity decreased. The slope of the CM curve is, however, shallow (slope of mean= 0.37) indi- cating that increasing the power of the carrier produced only a moderate increase in the detectability of the second-order signal (especially for observer MAG). This small effect could reflect a trade-off between increases in detectability due to increased carrier power and reductions in sensitivity due to the increased masking power of the noise. For LM the noise has only a masking effect and sensitivity fell with a slope of −1, reflecting a direct dependence on external signal:noise ratio.
Discussion of experiments 1, 2 and 3
The similarity in the shape of sensitivity curves for LM and CM with respect to spatial frequency and blob size suggests that they may be served either by the same mechanism or by separate mechanisms that behave similarly in the presence of white noise. Previous findings on motion detection have suggested that the two signal types are processed separately (Derrington et al., 1993; Lu & Sperling 1995) , and at first sight Experiment 3 also supports the separate mechanism hypothesis since it shows that the relationship between sensitivity and noise contrast is quite different for the two types of modulation. However this result could instead arise from a single non-linear mechanism, since such a mechanism could detect first-order LM signals directly, together with the first-order distortion products of the second-order CM signal.
How might noise affect second-order detection? Many non-linearities will serve to demodulate secondorder signals-i.e. recover the modulating waveformbut not all will give perfect demodulation. In many cases (e.g. half-wave rectification) the carrier signal is not completely rejected. In the case of CM noise it is possible that demodulation gives an output which is itself noisy (see Fig. 4b ). Note that full wave rectification of modulated binary noise results in a noise free signal (Fig. 4c) . The presence of noise at the output of the demodulator could explain why the CM and LM results had similar trends in Experiments 1 and 2. Both first-and second-order signal detection would take place in the presence of noise, with performance being largely determined by the external noise. Noise leaking through the demodulator might account for the shallow slope of the CM curves in Experiment 3, perhaps reflecting a trade off between noise acting as a carrier, and as interference. However, the demonstration of Fig. 4 should not be taken as evidence in favour of any particular type of demodulator since filtered binary noise will leak through either rectifier and all stimuli are filtered by the optical transfer function of the eye.
None of the results presented so far distinguish between the two competing ideas: that there are separate first-and second-order systems (possibly with imperfect demodulation in the second-order path), or that there is a single non-linear pathway carrying both types of information. It was therefore important to test explicitly for interactions between the two signal types. With a single pathway we should expect to find conditions in which LM and CM signals facilitate and/or mask each other when presented simultaneously. With separate pathways we should expect mainly independent detection. These questions of interaction or independence were addressed in Experiments 4 and 5.
Interactions between first-and second-order stimuli
Experiment 4; facilitation and masking
Experiment 4 was modelled on the dipper experiment of Legge and Foley (1980) . In that experiment subjects had to discriminate between a background grating of a certain contrast, and the same background with an added test grating. When the background and test gratings had the same frequency and phase the task necessarily reduced to one of contrast discrimination. In that case, when the background was close to its own detection threshold the contrast increment threshold decreased; that is, the background facilitated the detection of the contrast increment. Higher background contrasts progressively raised the contrast increment threshold: the background masked the additional stimulus. The purpose of the present experiment was to test for facilitation and masking interactions within and between first-and second-order stimuli.
Method
The background modulation (and carrier) were present in one interval, while superimposed background and test modulations were present in the other interval of the 2afc task. To achieve this, the noise-only carriers of Experiments 1 and 3 were replaced by modulated noise carriers. Test signals (either LM or CM) were then added to the modulated noise background by frame interleaving as before. Thresholds were measured, at five levels of background modulation, for both LM and CM test signals added, either in phase or in anti-phase, to LM or CM backgrounds. Within these constraints the absolute phases of the gratings were randomised from trial to trial but not between intervals within a trial. Detection thresholds against noise backgrounds with zero modulation (baseline performance) were determined separately. In all cases the modulating signal was 2 c/deg, vertical, and sinusoidal, and the unmodulated noise had a contrast of 20%. Only one pairing of background and test modulation types was tested in a given session of the experiment. Fig. 5 shows the test threshold modulations for each pairing of modulation type, as a function of background modulation depth. Points for each observer have been divided by the appropriate baseline threshold so that a relative modulation level of 1.0 on both the x and y axes corresponds to the baseline detection threshold. Three observers took part, and their averaged results are shown by the thick lines.
When LM-test was superimposed on LM-background the results (Fig. 5a ) resembled a dipper function, with facilitation and masking as expected from the results of Legge and Foley (1980) and others. With CM on CM, the results of Fig. 5b indicate that although CM signals facilitate one another they do not mask each other. The CM increment thresholds returned to the baseline at supra-threshold background levels. This lack of masking among CM stimuli is in line with the results of Landy (1996) who found facilitation but no masking for second-order modulations of local orientation.
In contrast, the curves of Fig. 5c and d indicate that there were only slight, if any, interactions between CM-backgrounds and LM-test stimuli, and show that this was true for both in-and out-of-phase alignments of the two components. It seems that CM backgrounds neither mask nor facilitate the detection of LM test signals. The results for LM backgrounds are different again: LM backgrounds did not facilitate the detection of CM test stimuli but they did mask detection somewhat at high background levels, irrespective of relative phase (Fig. 5e, f) . The finding that CM and LM signals do not facilitate one another strongly suggests that they are detected by separate mechanisms.
Experiment 5; detection of mixed stimuli
Method
Observers were asked to detect mixtures of LM and CM in the test interval against unmodulated noise in the other interval. This mixed detection experiment, like Experiment 4, tested for interactions in the detection of LM and CM structure, and can be analysed by the summation square plot (Graham, Robson & Nachmias, 1978; Graham, 1989) in which different forms of interaction have characteristically different signatures.
Noise carriers were like those of Experiment 1, with a contrast of 40%. All modulation signals were 2 c/deg, vertical and sinusoidal. A pilot experiment was run to determine baseline thresholds (l 0 , m 0 ) for LM and CM signals for each observer. Mixed stimuli (l, m) were generated by imposing both luminance and contrast modulations onto a noise carrier. This was achieved by interleaving the noise carrier with an image containing both side-band and luminance terms. The relative strengths of the two signals were determined by their balance within their image, their absolute strengths were varied in harmony by changing the contrast at which this image was displayed. The contrast (l) of the luminance signal and the modulation depth (m) of the contrast signal were chosen relative to the baseline measures, so as to produce specific mixtures for each observer.
The mixed stimuli can be thought of as lying in a 2 D space with pure LM and CM stimuli lying on the two axes. The axes (L, M) are scaled such that 1.0 on each axis corresponds to the observer's baseline threshold; thus L=l/l 0 , M=m/m 0 . A vector at 45°in this space corresponds to a mixed stimulus with amounts of LM and CM that were equal relative to their own thresholds (L = M). In the experiment a number of mixes were generated representing vectors with different angles q in this space. Mixes were produced with the CM and LM components both in-phase and in anti-phase but apart from this restriction on relative phase, the phase of the gratings was randomised.
Detection threshold values (l, m) for mixed modulation were determined in batches, with pairs of otherwise equivalent in-phase and anti-phase mixes being tested along with pure CM and LM signals (for example, one batch tested pure CM, pure LM, 45°, and − 45°mixes). For each subject, each (l, m) value was then re-scaled according to the average detection thresholds (l 0 , m 0 ) for pure signals as measured alongside thresholds for the mixed stimuli. The data from all subjects were then plotted in a single 2 D space with axes (L, M) and compared with the predictions of various signal summation models.
Results and interpretation
The results of Experiment 5 can be interpreted in terms of a generic two channel model that allows for the possibility of crosstalk between the channels. The general form of the model is sketched in Fig. 6 , described in detail in Appendix B. Luminance and contrast modulation signals are assumed to be carried in separate channels with direct gains g l and g m . Each channel also receives crosstalk from the other channel with gains k l and k m , respectively. The overall response R of the model is then taken as the sum of the magnitudes of the two channel responses raised to some power i. Depending on the direct and crosstalk gains and the value of i it is possible to represent a range of interactions including complete independence, probability summation, energy summation and linear summation (Graham et al., 1978; Graham, 1989) . Appendix B.1 shows how the equation for model response R can be solved to derive predicted values of (L, M) thresholds for mixtures as a function of the model's parameters. Model parameters were adjusted (by the Solver routine, Microsoft Excel 4.0) to find the best fit to the group data by minimising the radial distance error (sum of squared differences) between data and model. Two versions of the model were compared: (i) a single-parameter model in which crosstalk gains were fixed at zero (the channels were independent) and summation parameter i was adjusted for best-fit to the group data; or (ii) the two crosstalk gains were also parameters in the model.
Data from the four subjects together with the fit of the crosstalk and no-crosstalk models are shown in Fig.  7 . Without crosstalk (Fig. 7a ) the data were best fit with a i of 2.4, close to the value of 2.0 that represents independent channels followed by quadratic (energy) summation of their outputs. With crosstalk (Fig. 7b) , the best fitting model had crosstalk gains of k l = +0.29 and k m = −0.4 and i= 4.3, that could represent probability summation between the two non-independent channels. The crosstalk gains in this case were asymmetric in that LM would facilitate the detection of CM while CM would inhibit the detection of LM. The residual squared error (0.352) obtained with crosstalk was slightly better than without crosstalk (0.527), but at the expense of having three free parameters rather than one. It is thus unclear which model should be favoured. Since Experiment 4 also suggested independent detection of CM and LM, the no-crosstalk model is the simpler and more parsimonious choice.
Discussion
It is possible to reject several models which fit the data badly (Fig. 8) : (a) a single channel model with linear summation of responses to the two types of modulation (equivalent to 100% crosstalk in the twochannel model; value of i immaterial); (b) linear summation of unsigned response magnitudes (i= 1) with no crosstalk; and (c) complete independence of the two channels, with no crosstalk but a high i (e.g. i] 5) that results in winner take all -the threshold for the mixed stimulus is reached when the larger of the two components reaches its own threshold. The first model (a) predicts too much summation in-phase, and wrongly predicts complete cancellation out-of-phase. The second model (b) predicts too much summation in both phases, while the third (c) predicts not enough.
Modelling
The preceding section introduced a generic two channel model based on a well-known method of analysis (Graham, 1989) and demonstrated that a single channel model (Fig. 8a) cannot account for human data in Experiment 5. Such a model wrongly predicts linear summation of the two stimulus types. The same generic model provided a good fit for the human data when configured as two independent channels whose outputs are combined by energy summation. The generic model is limited in that it provides no account of how first and second order signals might be detected in the first place. In particular it does not explore interactions between the non-linear mechanisms required for demodulation and those proposed for the integration process. Does a single channel model predict linear summation even in the presence of demodulation (rectification) and squaring processes? Does such a highly non-linear model predict energy summation in the two channel case? To address these questions we constructed two simplified but rather more specific models of detection, subjected them to experimentally realistic mixed LM and CM images and compared the results with those of Experiment 5.
We stress that these models are not intended as a complete account of first and second order signal processing. Rather they aim to indicate which type of model might best explain the human data. In particular we used a single modulation frequency and one set of filters tuned to that frequency. We also assumed that mechanisms in the second-order path receive a spatially broadband input. This ensures that the second-order mechanism receives maximum signal energy and simplifies the model in that first stage filtering (e.g. Wilson et al., 1992; Zhou & Baker, 1993) can be dispensed with. Both models included filtering to simulate the effects of the human optical and neural transfer functions (using filter parameters from Rovamo, Luntinen and Nasanen (1993) ).
Single channel model
The first model (Fig. 9a) had a half-wave rectifying non-linearity immediately after the transfer function. The rectifier had the effect of demodulating the CM component of any image while passing the luminance and noise components. Thus the output of the rectifier contained noise, a response component due to LM and a second component due to CM. The overall energy of this response was then evaluated, as follows. The demodulated images were filtered by a quadrature pair of Gabor filters tuned to the modulation frequency with a bandwidth of 1.5 octaves (full width at half-height), chosen for its similarity to physiologically measured cell bandwidths and psychophysically determined channel bandwidths (Daugman, 1980; De Valois, Albrecht & Thorell, 1982; Wilson, 1983; Georgeson & Harris, 1984; Jones & Palmer, 1987; Anderson & Burr, 1989 ). The filtered images were then squared and added to form the energy image and the final response of the model to a given input image was taken as the average of the pixel values in the energy image. Thus the model output was equal to the average response energy in a band centred on the modulation frequency. Model performance was taken as the difference between the responses to noise-only fields and to those containing LM and/or CM modulations. Model thresholds were found by adjusting input strength to produce a criterion output level. This model, and other similar models discussed later, was implemented as a software simulation on a Sun SparcStation 2 computer (Sun Microsystems Inc, California U.S.A) using the HIPS-2 image processing package (SharpImage Software, New York U.S.A; Landy, Cohen, & Sperling, 1984) and customised software.
Baseline performance was determined for a pure LM signal presented at a level equal to the human contrast threshold (at 2 c/deg using the mean value, over all observers, from Experiment 5). The average result from a number of trials was recorded. The model's threshold for pure CM was then determined using a variant of the staircase method in which the input signal level was iteratively adjusted until the model's output converged on that found for the pure LM case. The model's modulation threshold was taken as the average of the last ten reversal levels. The two pure signal thresholds were then used to construct mixed LM and CM stimuli. Thresholds were determined for the mixed stimuli using the same performance criterion. Results for the single channel model, scaled relative to its own baseline thresholds as in Experiment 5, are shown in Fig. 9b . The single channel model's performance fell very close to the prediction of linear summation, rather than energy or probability summation, despite the squarelaw nature of the detection mechanism and the presence of the rectifying non-linearity. That the model was a good detector for CM signals was verified by comparing the absolute CM threshold for the model and for humans. With its LM contrast threshold fixed at the human level (contrast= 0.035) the model's CM modulation threshold was found to be 0.067 (modulation depth). This compares quite well with the average human CM threshold (0.11, mean value for all observers), but even so this model's responses to mixed stimuli did not match those of the human observers (cf. best fit curves in Fig. 7) . (Fig. 8a) . energy summation (i=2.4 rather than 2.0), we can assert with some confidence that the more specific two channel model also captures human performance for detection of mixed stimuli. Appendix B.2 further shows how the two pathway model can account for the facilitation effects of Experiment 4.
In summary, the two pathway model, with i about 29 0.5, unifies the results of the mixed detection experiment and the facilitation experiment, and explains why facilitation does not occur between the two different types of modulation. The crucial requirement for facilitation is that the test and background responses should be summed before the expansive non-linearity. In the two pathway model (Fig. 6 with zero crosstalk, and Fig. 10a ) this occurs only when test and background have the same type of modulation, and not when they are different. However, the phase independent masking of CM by LM suggests some interaction between the two mechanisms, possibly through the operation of a generalised (broad band, phase independent) gain control mechanism (Foley, 1994) which might serve to moderate the visual system's response to the carrier signal and thus reduce its response to CM stimuli. CM stimuli would not produce an equivalent gain control signal-and hence no masking-as contrast modulation introduces little extra contrast energy.
General discussion
Comparisons between first-and second-order sensiti6ity
The spatial sensitivity curves (Experiments 1 and 2) for second-order modulations of binary 2-D visual noise were found to be very similar in shape to those for first-order modulations of the same type of noise. Furthermore, the limit of spatial summation (Experiment 2) was found to be identical in the two cases and very different from that found for luminance detection without noise. These results suggest either that firstand second-order signals are detected in a single mechanism or that they are detected in separate mechanisms with similar characteristics in the presence of binary visual noise.
Testing the independent channels hypothesis
The idea of independent mechanisms was explicitly tested with two different procedures. Experiment 4 tested for interactions between the two stimulus types when one was presented as a background stimulus against which the other had to be detected. Increasing luminance modulation was found first to facilitate and then to mask the detection of other luminance modulations (cf. Legge & Foley, 1980) . Second-order contrast modulations were able to facilitate the detection of
Two channel model
In this model (Fig. 10a ) the single pair of Gabor filters was replaced by two channels each with its own Gabor filters. One of the channels contained a full-wave rectifier and responded mainly to CM. The other channel had no early non-linearity and thus responded only to LM. Blurring by the optical transfer function enabled some noise to pass through the full-wave rectifier and thus demodulation was less than perfect. As before, the filter responses were squared and added to yield a single performance measure. The model's thresholds for CM and mixed stimuli were determined as before and the results are shown in Fig. 10b . These simulated data provide a near-perfect fit to the energy summation model (i =2) shown by the circle, and hence a fairly close fit to the experimental data (Fig. 7a) . This model also produced a sensible CM threshold (modulation depth = 0.057).
Discussion
The single channel model has good demodulation properties, but fails to model human performance on the detection of mixed stimuli. The success of the analogous two channel model is encouraging. This model has independent, if somewhat simplified, mechanisms for detecting the first and second order components of an image. The outputs of these mechanisms are combined later on by energy summation. Given that the human data were well matched by the generic model with independent LM and CM paths and near contrast-modulation but did not produce any masking effect even when the background was well above threshold. In the cross-modal conditions, suprathreshold luminance-modulations were found to mask contrast-modulations but not vice-versa. At nearthreshold levels, each of the two signal types was able to facilitate the detection of similar test stimuli, but no cross-modal facilitation was observed: LM did not facilitate CM and CM did not facilitate LM. This is strong evidence for the two channels hypothesis. However, the asymmetric masking noted above indicates some interaction between the channels, perhaps at a stage prior to detection.
Experiment 5 tested for interactions between firstand second-order signals when the LM/CM mixture had to be distinguished from unmodulated noise. Note that here both LM and CM signals may act as cues for detection, while in Experiment 4 the (LM or CM) background was not a cue because it was present in both intervals. Detection thresholds for various mixes were plotted around a summation square and modelled using a two-channel model with possible crosstalk between the channels, followed by a stage that combined the response magnitudes. Two models emerged as viable candidates. One incorporated asymmetric crosstalk between the channels followed by probability summation. This model cannot be entirely rejected, but the simpler alternative model comprising independent channels and energy summation is preferable, especially given the evidence for independence from Experiment 4. In summary, Experiments 4 and 5 provided quite strong evidence that LM and CM signals in noise are processed through separate mechanisms, even though there is some improvement in detectability when (as in Experiment 5) both are present as cues for detection.
Dependence on carrier contrast
The luminance-modulated noise images used in this study contained the sum of a noise component and a sinusoidal luminance signal. The non-signal images contained noise alone. The signal to noise ratio for detection in this case is given by (E S /E N ) where E S is the contrast energy of the sinusoid and E N is the contrast energy of the noise. Thus for LM we would expect sensitivity to fall with increasing carrier contrast as observed in Experiment 3, since the noise acts as a random mask for detection of the modulating sinusoid.
In the case of contrast-modulated noise, where the noise is multiplied by a sinusoidal envelope, the noise acts as a carrier for the signal. Consider the expression for a CM signal given in Eq. (2). The carrier term [nN(x, y) ] contains no signal energy, which is concentrated in the side-band term [mnM(x, y)N(x, y) ], but note that the amplitude (m · n) of this term depends on the contrast (n) of the carrier and contrast (m) of the modulating signal. Thus CM amplitude increases in proportion to carrier contrast (n), but the observed rise in CM sensitivity was not great (slope= 0.37; Fig. 3 ). This shallow slope might be an intrinsic feature of second-order performance, but we propose two mechanisms by which the carrier might serve as a mask in the detection process and thus produce this shallow dependence of modulation sensitivity on carrier contrast. First: if demodulation is less than perfect (which is most likely) then the demodulated image will be subject to some random variation that will mask detection. The amplitude and spatial structure of the random variation would depend on that of the carrier and hence the carrier properties might determine CM sensitivity as is the case with LM signals (Rovamo et al., 1992) . Second: the carrier could have a masking effect, prior to demodulation, by turning down the contrast gain in a manner described by Foley (1994) . The contrast gain mechanism limits the discrimination of changes (Dc) in contrast (c) and many studies have confirmed that Dc = k · c p where k is constant and p is around 0.6-0.7 (e.g. Legge & Foley, 1980; Legge, 1981) . Detecting CM is a matter of detecting spatial variations in contrast, and so it seems very likely to be limited in the same way as contrast discrimination. If a CM grating with carrier contrast n is at threshold, and its local peak contrast is (n + Dn) then threshold modulation depth m= Dn/n. If CM detection is indeed limited by the same gain mechanism as contrast discrimination, then Dn = k · n p . It follows directly that CM sensitivity (m
Since p= 0.6-0.7, this argument predicts that log(CM sensitivity) rises with a slope (1 − p) of 0.3-0.4 against log(noise contrast), just as observed in Fig. 3 . If the noise acts as both carrier and mask the final relationship between noise contrast and observed CM sensitivity would depend on a trade off between these two roles.
Concluding remarks
In this paper we have attempted to reconcile two apparently conflicting results. The spatial sensitivity and spatial integration properties of the visual system in response to luminance and contrast modulated noise are sufficiently similar to suggest that such stimuli might be processed by a single mechanism. But the lack of interaction between the two types of signal at threshold strongly suggests that they are handled by independent channels. We have proposed a scheme with independent channels but note that they apparently behave in qualitatively similar ways when subject to white noise in the input image. If the demodulation process were imperfect then this might explain the similarity between LM and CM sensitivity curves found in both Experiments 1 and 2, but more work is needed to verify this. It is clear that some non-linearity must be imposed on the second-order pathway but the precise nature of this non-linearity is still a topic of discussion (Sperling, Chubb, Solomon & Lu, 1994) . Detection performance is determined by the total signal energy flowing from the two channels, as shown by the analysis of Experiment 5. It is possible, however, that the final integration of LM and CM responses is part of the decision process, rather than an explicit sensory mechanism.
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This work was supported by a BBSRC project grant (S03969) to MAG. We thank Mike Landy and an anonymous reviewer for insightful comments and corrections to the manuscript. Smith and Ledgeway (1997) noted that clumps of like-valued noise pixels can introduce localised DC bias into otherwise zero mean noise samples. Amplitude modulation of zero mean noise introduces contrast variations only, but if the noise has a non-zero mean (a DC component) then first-order luminance variations are introduced into the image. The effect of clumps is to introduce localised patches of first-order variation into the modulated image. The danger is that these patches may contribute significantly to detection of the second-order signal. Smith and Ledgeway (1997) argued indirectly from psychophysical evidence that this was so. Benton and Johnston (1997) applied a first-order motion energy model to stimuli similar to those used by Smith and Ledgeway (1997) and found that such a system cannot reliably detect the direction of a moving CM stimulus even when clumps are made very large.
Appendix A. Assessing the effects of noise clumping in CM experiments
Although Benton and Johnston (1997) have shown that clumping cannot support the detection of the direction of movement by a linear mechanism such artefacts might still underlie the detection of static CM gratings as used here. Clumping is an obvious problem when the noise elements are artificially large such that only a handful of noise samples are present in the image, but the existence and significance of the artefact is not clear in the case of fine-grained noise that is more typical in experiments. Rovamo and Kukkonen (1996) found that visual noise ceased to mask first-order grating detection when its resolution fell below 4 noise samples per period of the grating to be masked. It is possible therefore that some of the problems noted by Smith and Ledgeway (1997) were caused by the use of low resolution noise samples. Given that the properties of second-order vision are not well understood, the expected response of the human visual system to low resolution contrast-modulated noise is unclear. Some of Smith and Ledgeway's (1997) results might simply reflect the normal operation of second-order vision under the conditions imposed. For example, Benton and Johnston (1997) pointed out that the difference in sensitivity for direction in static and dynamic noise may be due to the increased motion uncertainty inherent in dynamic noise. The problem of assessing the level of first-order artefact in experimentally useful CM images is compounded by the fact that the human visual system is able to detect second-order stimuli in their own right. We set out to assess the impact of clumping on a simplified, but otherwise plausible, model of firstorder detection not dissimilar to that used by Benton and Johnston (1997) . The performance of the model was referred directly to that of human observers, allowing direct comparison in the CM case.
A.1. E6aluating clumping
A.1.1. Psychophysics
Detection thresholds were determined for luminance and contrast modulations of noise signals with various patch (noise sample) sizes. The frequency of modulation was always 0.707 c/deg. The number of pixels making up each noise sample varied from 1 2 to 512 2 (images had 512×512 pixels) thus the number of noise patches per period of the grating signal varied from 126 to 0.24. Noise samples did not necessarily align with the edges of the image and hence samples with the largest noise element size could contain parts of four noise elements. Note that the smallest noise elements were such that APNL could have introduced small luminance artefacts into CM images. Thresholds were estimated using the staircase estimation procedure outlined in the method section. One of the authors (AJS) acted as the observer. The LM results are shown by the open symbols of Fig. A1 . When there were a large number of patches per period (fine grained noise) sensitivity was high. It then fell with the number of patches per period as a result of changes in the power spectral density of the noise. At around four patches per period (marked by the vertical line on the graph) the noise ceases to act as a white noise mask and sensitivity begins to increase. The CM curve has a rather different shape. Sensitivity is relatively low in the presence of fine grained noise but then rises as the number of patches per period falls below four. Note, however, that CM modulations are detectable even in very fine grained noise. The purpose of the modelling work described in the next section was to see if a first-order energy mechanism could account for the level of CM detection observed experimentally.
A.1.2. Model
Images exactly like those used in the psychophysical experiments were created except that the two half frames were integrated into a single image and the images were not 'windowed' in any way. Images were filtered by a quadrature pair of Gabor filters whose centre frequency was equal to the modulation frequency (see Fig. A1b ). The model was run using two filter bandwidths: 1.8 and 1.5 octaves. The filtered images were then combined by squaring and adding, to compute the first-order contrast energy image; the mean energy was taken as the response of the model. Because the model includes a squaring operator it is capable of demodulating second-order signals, but it reveals them as AC components in the response image. These components do not affect the mean response, and so this model demodulates second-order signals but does not detect them. Second-order detection would require a second filtering stage to extract the AC component of the response image. However, first-order sinusoidal signals (either real or artefactual) cause DC increases in the response image and so increase the mean response.
The model was tested in two phases. In the first phase the response of the model was determined for LM noise with various noise resolutions. In each case the contrast of the modulation signal was set equal to the human contrast threshold for the corresponding noise resolution. Responses were also determined for the unmodulated noise samples. The final response of the model was normalised by dividing the response to each modulated image by the response to the corresponding noise only image (thus variations in the model's response due to differences in its responses to the various noise resolutions were ignored). Ten noise samples were tested at each noise resolution and the final score for the model was taken as the average of these ten trials.
In the second test phase the model's response to CM noise samples was recorded. Responses were normalised as before. For each noise resolution the CM modulation depth was adjusted (using a staircase procedure) until the model's score for CM matched its previous score for LM at the same noise resolution. The final modulation depth for each resolution was taken as the average of the last 11 trials.
If human CM detection were mediated by artefactual cues in a linear system we might expect the model's CM thresholds to be similar to those for the human observer. If, however, humans have access to other processes which support CM detection we would expect the model's thresholds to be greater than the human observer's. The model's CM sensitivity is shown by the dashed lines of Fig. A1 (Circles, filter bandwidth= 1.5 octaves; Diamonds, filter bandwidth=1.8 octaves). Notice that while CM sensitivity for the model and human are quite close for very coarse noise samples the human performs significantly better in the presence of high resolution noise. Indeed when the number of patches per period is very large the model saturates at a modulation depth of 100% (sensitivity= 1.0) without reaching a response that matches its LM performance. The model results are of course independent of modulation frequency since all spatial parameters of the model were scaled relative to the modulation frequency.
From Fig. A1a it can be seen that while the clumping artefact may make a significant contribution to human CM detection thresholds below four patches per period it has little impact for higher resolution noise samples. The idea that the DC biases introduced by clumping might become significant only at the point where the noise itself ceases to act as an effective mask (Rovamo and Kukkonen, 1996) is intuitively satisfying. One reason for the disparity between the analysis given here and that of Smith and Ledgeway (1997) is that clumps in static noise are clumps in both space and time. That is, they persist throughout the duration of the stimulus. When the modulation moves or is dynamic in some other way (such as when its temporal envelope is different from that of the carrier) the temporal extent of the clumps may serve to support detection as suggested by Smith and Ledgeway (1997) . The carrier is uniform over time while the modulation varies over time. If these spatio-temporal clumps are disturbed-either temporally as with dynamic noise, or spatially as with high-pass filtered noise (Smith & Ledgeway, 1997 )-then clumping artefacts are removed. However, when the modulation is static and has the same temporal envelope as the carrier (as is the case in our study) then the temporal aspect of the clumps is unimportant and only spatial properties need to be considered. We therefore agree with Smith and Ledgeway's (1997) proposal that static noise is unsuitable as a carrier for dynamic modulations (including static modulations with a time course different to that of the carrier) but we argue that static noise is suitable when the modulating signal is completely static with respect to the carrier, provided there are four or more noise elements per period of the modulation.
Appendix B. Generic model
B.1. Modelling the detection of LM, CM mixtures
We stress first that this is a model of information flow, not a model of LM and CM mechanisms. That is, the model is a framework for understanding how LM and CM amplitudes contribute to threshold detection, not an account of the mechanisms that recover LM and CM signals from the modulated noise. As shown in Fig. 6 , the model contains 2 input paths -the LM and CM signals-representing luminance contrast (l) and modulation depth (m), respectively, with the possibility of crosstalk between the two paths. The forward gains (both positive) at this first stage are g l and g m , respectively, and the crosstalk factors between the two paths are k l , k m . Hence, after crosstalk (if any), the responses of the two channels are:
and R m = mg m +k l l g l .
Following many previous treatments (cf. Graham, 1989) , detection is assumed to depend on a nonlinear sum R of these two responses:
We assume R= A i (a constant) at detection threshold. Let the 'pure' luminance threshold be l 0 when m=0, and the 'pure' CM threshold be m 0 when l =0. Inserting these values into Eqs. (9)- (11) 
M= rL
Thus for any stimulus mixture we have obtained the model's threshold values (L, M) as a function of the crosstalk parameters (k l , k m ), the summation parameter i, and the tangent, r, of the mix direction q. The internal threshold value (R= A i ) does not figure in Eq. (14) or Eq. (15); it cancels out because relative thresholds are being considered. As r varies, so the values (L, M) trace out a threshold contour that can be compared with the experimental values, as in Fig. 7 .
The model encompasses a number of interesting special cases, representing different forms of signal combination. Without crosstalk, k l = k m = 0, hence a= b=1, and Eqs. (14) and (15) reduce to L ={1+ r i } − 1/i , M= rL. It follows that, without crosstalk, thresholds L, M are constrained by:
If i=1 then Eq. (16) represents linear summation of unsigned magnitudes (but not linear, algebraic summation); Fig. 8b shows that this is not consistent with the data. If i=2 then detection is determined by quadratic summation or energy summation of the two signals, L 2 + M 2 = 1. The data fell very close to this model, with a best-fitting i value of 2.4.
Alternatively if crosstalk is complete, k l = k m =1, then a= b= 2 1/i , and it follows that L= 9 1/1 +r, M= 9r/1+ r for all values of i. In this case we get true linear summation: L+ M= 9 1, for all i\ 0.
This is an important case to consider, because with complete crosstalk there is effectively just a single pathway for the two signals. We can use this case to draw some conclusions about the mechanisms that extract the CM and LM signals. If CM signals were recovered by an early, non-specific nonlinearity then CM and LM signals would thereafter share a common pathway and would produce summation square plots consistent with linear summation. Fig. 9b confirms that this is indeed how such a model behaves, contrary to the experimental data.
B.2. Modelling facilitation
We show here that the no-crosstalk model fitted to the mixture experiment (Fig. 7a ) also predicts orderspecific facilitation as observed in Experiment 4 (Fig.  5) . There is no crosstalk, and so Eqs. (12) and (13) reduce to l 0 g l = m 0 g m =A. Since L =l/l 0 , M= m/ m 0 , it follows that l.g l =AL and mg m =AM. Eq. (11) can thus be re-written as:
This experiment involves a two-interval discrimination task. Let the response to the background stimulus in one interval be R 0 , while the response to test-plus-background in the other interval is R 1 . We assume that at threshold (R 1 −R 0 )= A i , a positive constant. This is consistent with the assumption made for detection with no background stimulus (above), because in that case R 0 = 0. Consider now the detection of LM test on LM background (M =0). Let the normalised test and background contrasts be L 1 and L 0 , respectively. Thus from Eq. (18):
and
Therefore at threshold:
and solving for L 1 , the threshold contrast increment, we get:
Note that if i =1, then L 1 =1; the background has no influence on the test threshold when the amplitudes sum linearly. But if i \1, then the increment threshold decreases as background contrast increases; this is the facilitation effect. For our LM data, a good fit was obtained to the three low contrast points of the dipper curve (dotted curve in Fig. 5a ) when i = 2. [At higher background contrasts facilitation is replaced by masking, not predicted by this equation; the reasons for this change of behaviour have been discussed extensively elsewhere (Legge & Foley, 1980; Foley, 1994) ]. Without crosstalk, the generic model is symmetrical with respect to LM and CM processing, and so the same analysis holds for CM test on CM background. Facilitation was a little less than for LM, and here a i of 1.5 gave a good fit to the first three group data points of Fig. 5b (dotted curve).
Now consider the case of CM test on LM background, L 0 . Let M 1 be the normalised CM increment. We then have from Eq. (18): 
Thus no facilitation at all is predicted for detection of CM on LM background, and (by symmetry) no facilitation of LM by CM.
